
Kami! Was it biology today?
You told  me to prepare chemistry!

Haha! Enjoy! You should have
checked the date sheet yourself

 Guys! You and your
Shakaibiyan! 
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1

2 I am on my
way to the college, can

you guide me?

Of course! I am also headed
there, you can join me

XYZ
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1

Seems like we
have new neighbors

Listen!
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5 Please!
Pass me the ketchup

No! You will get
a sore throat

Thank you very
much!

No Problem! 

2
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How would I know? 
He’s not my relative

Don't be rude, Sultan. You don't
think before you speak

Please! May I have the
ketchup?

I will give you the ketchup if
you say “please” twice!

3

Who is this new guy with Nazir?
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Assalam-o-Alaikum!
Come sit with us

we won't bite!

Well, we won't bite.
We aren't sure

about Aamir though!

Okay, professor! It was a mistake,
please forgive me!

4

Sure Aamir! This time treat’s on me

How about you
give us a treat

today?
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I'm Aamir!
My name is Kamran. But people call me 'Kami'

Tabinda!

People call me Sultan

Walaikum-Assalam! My
name is Kashif

This is my neighbor Kashif who
is enrolled in our class as well

5

I have recently moved here
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15

16 Run! Run!

What has
happened? Tabinda… when

they're telling you
to run… you should RUN!

6

How are you
finding this place? 

Attention! Attention!
All Students!

All students are requested

to gather in the college

ground as quickly as possible!
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7

Bomb Disposal Squad
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21

22  Who knows how big a bomb
it was?

Thank God! We are saved

8

If you see a red colored wire, cut it…

Yes, I've cut it! The bomb
has been defused. We're

out of danger

Great! These brave men
saved our lives
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25
Some militant organization

might be behind this

No way!

9

Someone planted a bomb in the college
What are you saying? How?

 I deffused the bomb
myself!

Don't lie, I know exactly
what happened

How did a bomb end up in the college?
No stranger is allowed to enter 
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In my previous college, one day
I saw a debating club poster

Join

Debating

Club

10

Don't be dismissive...

I've experienced it.

Let me tell you
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31 In the first meeting of the club
they introduced us to senior orators

11

We had lots of clubs in

that college
DebatingSociety

Since I had always liked
debating, I enlisted Debating

Society
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33
In the beginning I used

to enjoy working
with them but...

12

Then they took us

to meet a very renowned

orator of his time

I won a competition.
The chief guest encouraged me 

to take part in the club’s
other activities

Prize Distribution
Ceremony 
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36

I had some doubts about
their other activities

13

Apart from speeches
there were other
activities as well
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39

I started avoiding people of

different sects

14

I was assigned tasks such

as distributing and putting up posters During club meetings we used to
get lectures
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I started spreading their message of hate

We need to cleanse

our land

15
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Meaning
of

Life

Their books discussed

sectarianism and ethnic

violence

Under their influence, my
attitude at home also changed

16
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To my parents dismay, I told
my father that the club wants me to

take weapons into the college

17

I accused my father of being
too liberal

What is my son doing?
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47
Later I got to know that this

debating club was influenced by a
banned organization and exploited
young students by involving them

in wrong activities

 This means you joined the
organization without knowing that

it is declared illegal by the government?

18

I left the club and avoided the members
but they would not leave me alone

Given the situation, we 

decided to leave town
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They promoted sectarianism, ethnic violence and
carried out smuggling of explosives

19

So you see, this is how these extremist
groups operate inside colleges. They do so by

influencing college students   

Good for you! 
The same sort of radicalized

people might be involved
in our college as well

What activities did that
organization conduct?

Apparently these organizations
promote welfare activities but later

engage youth in illegal activities 
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How can we know if any organization
is banned ?

We should critically analyze their message 
and see whether it is of peace or violence

Kashif! We can’t say that all organizations are bad

20

I am part of our college’s debating club
and do volunteer work outside college.

Are they also suspicious?

It is not necessary that every
such activity is suspecious
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Danger

Sultan! Put these
posters there

I will paste these posters in
front of the college hall

21

We should unveil such groups
working in our college. Who is

with me?
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Students for Peace

Don't lick the poster stick the poster

Stop
Ethnic 

Violence

Your posters are thought provoking.
Good job!

Thank you! Principal Sir

22
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 Friends! We are gathered here to take action
against those who use violence to attain their means

23
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I want to bring this to your attention that such groups exploit us for
illicit purposes

He is right!

What is going on? What are you
trying to say? These groups are

doing the right thing

Orders are to tear down
these posters at once

Stop! You have no right
to tear down these

posters

P E

24
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We have exposed some students involved with them.
We must inform the principal

Let's go

Students for Peace

25

I won't spare you

You don't know who you are
messing with!

Calm down brother!

 Such people can be dangerous.
You should be careful.
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68 Sultan! I’ve come to know that
the guy who fought with you is

working for a banned organization

We must inform the police
immediately

26

Sir! All the details are  in this application
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Boys

Hostel

So this is where the students
involved with

banned groups live

27

Kashif! You were right.
A college student brought explosives 

inside the college

Yes! They don't consider such harmful
activities to be bad

Sir! We want to inform you about some students
that are involved with illicit groups

They have also
threatened us

We must investigate
this
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28

Be careful who
you arrest

Hostel

You are working with the banned
organization. 

Arrest them! 
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76

He has squealed. Follow me!

29 

You have no where to run! It is
better you tell everything about

the banned group

I give up! I give up!
I will tell you everything
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79

Make sure you arrest

everyone! You manipulate youth
for illicit activities.

30
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We should first gather
information about groups and

then allow them to carry
out activities

Sir! We should be
careful about groups
that have links with

banned groups

But we should encourage
those organizations that
are working to promote

peace

We should also invite peace
promoting groups to come to

our college and talk to students

31 
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Very wise point Tabinda! I should
keep this in mind

32
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